
DCCS 中文课程介绍 
The Chinese curriculum of DCCS School is mainly based on the language textbooks compiled 

by the Ministry of Human Resources and Education in China, and at the same time, it is based on 

the Ma Liping series of textbooks now common in North America and the teachers' years of 

overseas Chinese teaching experience as an important reference, from starting from 

comprehensive language enlightenment education for students to committing to comprehensively 

improving students' language literacy. It can not only synchronize with domestic primary schools 

(grades 1-3), strengthen the integration of Chinese learning with domestic primary schools, but 

also closely integrate and flexibly combine the characteristics of North American life to help 

children understand traditional Chinese culture. Pay attention to cultivating children to think in 

learning, laying the foundation for cultivating their good living habits and ideological character. 

 

The language teaching materials compiled by the Ministry of Human Resources and Education 
are reviewed and compiled by the country's first-class education experts, taking into account all 



aspects of language knowledge and language proficiency training. The texts are broad in subject 
matter, diverse in genre, and respectful of multiculturalism The language knowledge 
architecture is clear, the levels are clear, and the knowledge points are promoted layer by layer, 
which is convenient for students to form an overall schema of Chinese grammar knowledge. 
The course uses supporting Chinese workbooks to strengthen and consolidate the learning 
content, the content is in-depth and meticulous, and the knowledge is comprehensive and 
solid. Interest is the best teacher, through vivid and interesting pictures, games, poems, 
stimulate children's spontaneous and voluntary active learning attitude, help children explore 
and compare the characteristics of glyphs, so as to effectively remember new words and can be 
integrated in the situation and sentence pattern. Improve Chinese listening, speaking, reading 
and writing skills, and improve Chinese communication skills. In terms of arrangement, avoid 
cumbersomeness, simplify the clues, highlight the key points, and strengthen integration. On 
the basis of cultivating traditional listening, speaking, reading and writing, students are allowed 
to learn excellent literary works and cultivate students' sensitivity and lifelong interest in 
contemporary language and literature.  

Teaching Objectives:  

1. Improve Chinese listening, speaking, reading and writing ability 

2. Enhance Chinese communication skills 

3. Expand the recognition of traditional Chinese culture 

4. Understand the culture of Chinese sinology 

 
Our Chinese teachers have many years of teaching experience, they are Standard Mandarin, have 

profound professional knowledge, are familiar with domestic textbooks, have rich teaching experience, 
and are good at mobilizing children's enthusiasm. Teachers will make some adjustments in combination 
with the characteristics and actual situation of overseas children when teaching, so that students can 
understand Chinese culture and customs in the process of learning Chinese. 
 

Course description 
 

 

K-Starter Beginner Class 
The initial class adopts the first grade textbook of the first grade of the first grade of the 
introduction to Chinese for young children, and arranges the content of literacy and reading 
children's songs from hanyu pinyin to the learning of Hanyu Pinyin. Hanyu Pinyin is followed by a 
variety of literacy classes and informative texts. Oral communication and language gardens are 
interspersed. Each lesson is arranged with a beautiful situation map, which integrates the aspects of 
learning pinyin, recognizing Chinese characters, accumulating words, developing languages, etc., so 
that children receive comprehensive language enlightenment education at the beginning of school, 



laying a solid and sustainable foundation for their future language learning. Organically integrate 
literacy and pinyin teaching, rather than isolating Chinese character learning from pinyin 
 
Suitable for children over the age of 5 who are about to enter school, or who are about to enter 
school 

G 1-2 In-depth classes 
Continue to deepen the compilation of first-grade textbooks, and the curriculum will be based on 
the second paragraph of the first grade upper book to the second grade upper book of the ministry. 
Starting from this grade, textbooks organize units in thematic topics and organize the content of 
textbooks in an integrated manner. Each volume has eight themes, ; Divided into eight groups. The 
connotation of each topic is relatively broad, close to children's lives, reflecting the characteristics 
of the times, containing educational values, and integrating knowledge, ability, methods and 
emotions. Each group consists of an introduction, a lesson on "literacy", four or five texts and a 
"language garden", and the parts are interrelated to form an organic whole. Composition of each 
group: Introduction→ Literacy Class→ Texts→ Language Garden My Discoveries, Accumula on, Oral 
Communication 
Proceeding from the life of children and the ideological reality of contemporary children, it fully 
reflects the world of children's experience and imagination, and reflects the modern consciousness 
required by the information society. Full respect for each individual, full of strong humanistic 
feelings, full of modern consciousness, highlighting the characteristics of the times. 
 
For enrolled children over the age of 6 who have completed Chinese beginner courses, or who can 
read the texts in the first grade of the Chinese in their entirety 

 

G 3-4 Advanced Class 
Introduce the more difficult third-grade upper book curriculum. Review and consolidate Hanyu 
Pinyin, and be able to use Hanyu Pinyin to read and pronounce. They can use the phonetic 
sequence to look up the characters, learn to use the radical check method to look up the 
dictionary, and cultivate the ability to read independently. Cultivate students' interest in 
reading, like to read, and have an interest in reading. Learn to read texts correctly, fluently, and 
emotionally in Mandarin. Be able to memorize assigned texts and favorite text fragments. Be 
able to relate to the context and the reality of life, understand the meaning of words and 
sentences in the text, and actively accumulate words in reading. Be able to read superficial 
extracurricular reading materials and communicate their feelings and thoughts with others. 
Recognize common punctuation marks that appear in texts. Learn to use periods, question 
marks, and exclamation points. Gradually develop the habit of speaking Mandarin and the 
awareness of being willing to communicate with people, be able to listen carefully to others' 
speeches, understand the main contents, be able to take the initiative to talk with others, and 
tell short stories and insights. Speak with a natural and generous attitude and politeness.  
I am interested in writing, I can write down what I see and think, and I am willing to use the 
words I have learned in reading and life in my writing. Understand the format of a journal and 
learn to write a journal.  



It is required that the written words can read the pronunciation of the words accurately, 
recognize the glyphs, understand the meaning, write correctly, and practice using them in oral 
and written expressions. Have the desire to take the initiative to read, independently read in 
life, develop good writing habits of students, and write standardly, correctly and neatly.  
 
For enrolled children over the age of 8 who have completed Chinese intensive courses or can read 
the texts in the second half of the second year of the Chinese in their entirety 
 
   

G5-6 Advanced 
Learn the more difficult part of the third grade second book curriculum. This textbook has 26 
texts, including 2 rhymes. The texts are rich in content and diverse in genre, providing ample 
materials for students to learn language knowledge, practice basic skills, and imperceptibly receive 
ideological education.  

 

For enrolled children over 10 years of age who have completed the advanced Chinese course or can 
read the texts in the first book of the Chinese third grade in their entirety 

 

AP Chinese Curriculum Enhancement Course 
Suitable for students who have a great interest in Chinese and are willing to accept more Chinese 
practice. Organize the units in a thematic way, organize the content of the textbook in an integrated 
manner, divided into eight units, through exquisite selection of texts, in the edification and infection 
of the language learning process, cultivate students' rich emotions, positive attitudes towards life 
and correct values. In literacy and writing, teaching text reading, oral communication, composition, 
comprehensive learning and other learning and activities, to achieve the teaching goals of the upper 
stage of the middle grade. Be able to read texts correctly, fluently, and emotionally in Mandarin. Be 
able to appreciate the role of key words and sentences in the text to express affection. Be able to 
initially grasp the main content of the article and experience the thoughts and feelings expressed in 
the article. Ability to repeat the gist of a narrative text. Be able to listen carefully in conversation, 
and develop the habit of asking people for advice and discussing with people. Listening to people 
can grasp the main content and can briefly paraphrase it. Be able to tell clearly and clearly what you 
have seen and what you think. Be able to pay attention to the things around you and be diligent in 
written expression. Can write the content more clearly, more specifically. Write short notes of 
letters. Be able to correct words and phrases that have obvious errors in the work 

 
For enrolled children over 12 years of age who have completed Chinese advanced class courses, or 
who can read the texts in the second book of the Chinese third grade in their entirety 

 

 

 



Teacher Profile: Fiona Zhang 

She graduated from the China Academy of Arts in Beijing, majoring in musicology. Bachelor's 
degree in Music Education, Department of Arts, Jiangnan University. Obtained the teacher 
qualification certificate of Chinese colleges and universities, and the second-class certificate of 
Putonghua.  

She was a teacher and class teacher of Jiangsu Provincial Culture and Art School. Officer of Wuxi 
Cultural Center. Later, she worked at the Beijing Art Training School. Since coming to the United 
States for more than 10 years, she has been engaged in music and language education. She was a 
Chinese school teacher and choir conductor at the Lowell Chinese Bible Church in Massachusetts. 
She is the Director of Academic Affairs at Boston's All-Chinese School and is a bilingual teacher in 
the After-School Class of the Massachusetts Chain Kindergarten knowladge Beginning. She later 
moved to Dublin and worked as a Chinese teacher at columbus Modern Chinese School. Online 
bilingual teacher at Seattle International School, involved in international student management and 
lesson plan writing. Have enthusiasm, seriousness and patience for teaching. With humorous and 
humorous teaching methods and integrated music, children will fall in love with Chinese.  

Teacher Profile: Hua Zhang 

 
BS of Mechanical Engineering, Assoc.BA of CS, and MS in Mechanical Engineering 

from Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications. MS in Industrial 

Engineering from Florida International University, and OSU MBA. Have been 

teaching kids at CCCC for almost ten years and serving as an Adjunct Professor at 

the department of Computer Science in Franklin University for 5 years. During the 

past seven years, she has been teaching higher-grade Chinese in the Ohio Chinese 

School.  



                                    

 

Teacher Profile: Hui Lin 

Northwest A & F University of China & University of Missouri-Columbia jointly trained PhDs 

Studied medicine at Foothill College  in California 

Taught English in Cambridge English, China 

Has been engaged in full-time teaching Chinese/mathematics at Los Altos Chinese After School in 
California, and participated in the promotion and initiation of immersive Chinese teaching in los Altos  
School District, California 

Worked as a children's Sunday school service at Lord's Grace Christian Church (Mountain View, CA) 
in California 

Hui Lin is still teaching Chinese/mathematics in modern Colombian Chinese and at The Dublin 
Baptist Chinese Church  

Years of experience in education have made me understand that on the road of teaching and 
educating people : 

"Education should start from love and promote disciplined love!" ” 

 

老师简介：Jiahua Zhang  



 

 

 
Zhang, Jiahua was born in 1983 in Northeast China and graduated from Shenzhen University 

with a bachelor's degree in business management. Earlier engaged in foreign trade work in 
Shenzhen, 2012 has been in the United States so far. Hobbies of travel, nature, badminton, 
handicrafts, gardening, etc... With 2 daughters, one 7 years old and one 5 years old, Mr. works at OS 
U! I am very grateful for having this opportunity to learn Chinese with children, and I hope that 
children can feel loved and loved in our church Chinese class and learn Chinese happily! You guys 
are the best!  

 

 

Teacher Profile: Mei Hong 



 
Graduated from Shanghai Institute of Metallurgy, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences with a Ph.D. in Computational Chemistry. Graduated from 
Franklin University with a bachelor's degree in computer science. She 
has a formal teacher education background and has worked as a high 
school teacher. For nearly 20 years, he has been involved in teaching 
Chinese children and teenagers. And coached in OCS (Ohio Chinese 
School) for more than 6 years. 


